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Chambers & Partners recognized Moro?lu Arseven in five practice areas for its 2020 European Awards, also
acknowledging three individual team members for their work across a diverse range of practice areas.

Awards for five key practice areas

In 2020, Moro?lu Arseven continues to be ranked in Band 1 for Intellectual Property, with Chambers & Partners
noting the "Highly esteemed team advising international clients on trade mark prosecution and enforcement issues."
One client commends the lawyers for being"very thorough and highly responsive." Sources also laud the team for its 
"very smooth and easy" communication.

The firm continues to be ranked to Band 2 for Employment work in 2020. Chambers & Partners noted the firm
boasts an "employment practice that acts for international and domestic clients on a range of employment matters."
as well as "Assists with employment disputes and investigations following whistleblowing in addition to supporting
clients on day-to-day HR operations, compliance, terminations, employment structuring and contractual issues."
Clients praise the team for its "flexibility and reactivity."

Chambers & Partners continues to rank Moro?lu Arseven in Band 2 for Telecommunications, Media, and
Technology, with researchers commenting that the "experienced team" assists clients with a "wide range of IT and
telecoms issues, including a significant practice in advising start-ups and entrepreneurs". A client praised the team
for being "reliable, detail-oriented" adding that "I would definitely recommend them to any international company
coming to Turkey."

Chambers & Partners continues to rank the firm in Band 3 for Dispute Resolution work in 2020, with researchers
particularly commenting that the "recognised team offers a broad contentious practice." Sources frequently
characterise the team as being "very responsive" and "flexible.

The firm is ranked in Band 4 for Corporate and M&A, with researchers particularly commenting on the firm's
support to "domestic and international clients covering initial due diligence and negotiations, competition filings,
closing and post-transaction support."

A client commented that "team shows an aptitude for international work, taking in their stride complexities that are
often involved with cross-border transactions and laws of other jurisdictions." while another reports the team as "fast
and open-minded."

Three team members receive Individual recognition

I??k Özdo?an, LL.M., leading Moro?lu Arseven's Intellectual Property practice, continues to receive top recognition
and be personally ranked in Band 1 for Intellectual Property in Turkey. She is recognized in the Chambers &
Partners' European awards for the seventh year in a row. Clients praised her "commercial awareness, strategic
thinking and expertise in the field."



Dr. E. Seyfi Moro?lu, LL.M., maintains his ranking in Band 4 for Corporate and M&A matters in Turkey, recognized in
the Global Awards for the sixth year in a row. Clients noted that Seyfi is a ""a sophisticated lawyer with an advanced
academic background."

Burcu Tuzcu Ersin, LL.M., maintains her ranking in Band 4 for Corporate and M&A matters in Turkey, recognized for
the seventh year in a row. One client recommends her as someone who "always comes up with many solutions."

Chambers & Partners have been ranking law firms and lawyers since 1990, and now covers 200 jurisdictions
throughout the world. The complete 2020 European rankings by Chambers & Partners can be viewed on the
Chambers & Partners website.
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